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Address Stiklanga 
Perkūno al. 20A,  
Kaunas

Country Lithuania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
From old glass one form or another has been used in all areas of architecture. Today glass - modern decor, office or house. Glass allows you to see
live ever-changing urban and natural picture gives more light , creating a sense of openness. There are several types of glass : Window glass, crystal
glass, quartz glass, clear, polished glass, tinted glass mass , heat -proof glass ( selective ) , Laminated glass ( bulletproof ) , patterned glass, organic
glass, tempered glass.

Tempered glass is 5-6 times more resistant to temperature changes and beats. And shattered , it breaks into many small pieces, which do not have
sharp edges and do not cause any danger to others.  Until recently, all the glass seemed fragile and delicate , but modern technology allows the
design of a variety of shapes and complex glass constructions.
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